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I see God in
the instruments and the mechanisms that
work reliably,
more reliably than the limited sensory departments of
the human mechanism.

— R. Buckminster Fuller, Whole Earth Catalog
ABSTRACT

Highly automated driving systems promise increased road traffic safety, as well as positive impacts on sustainable transportation by means of increased traffic efficiency and environmental friendliness. The design and development of such systems require scientific advances in a number of areas. One area is the vehicle’s electrical/electronic (E/E) architecture. The E/E architecture can be presented using a number of views, of which an important one is the functional view. The functional view describes the decomposition of the system into its main logical components, along with the hierarchical structure, the component inter-connections, and requirements. When this view captures the principal ideas and patterns that constitute the foundation of a variety of specific architectures, it may be termed as a reference architecture. Two reference architectures for highly automated driving form the principal contribution of this thesis. The first reference architecture is for cooperative driving. In a cooperative driving situation, vehicles and road infrastructure in the vicinity of a vehicle continuously exchange wireless information and this information is then used to control the motion of the vehicle. The second reference architecture is for autonomous driving, wherein the vehicle is capable of driver-less operation even without direct communication with external entities. The description of both reference architectures includes their main components and the rationale for how these components should be distributed across the architecture and its layers. These architectures have been validated via multiple real-world instantiations, and the guidelines for instantiation also form part of the architecture description. A comparison with similar architectures is also provided, in order to highlight the similarities and differences. The comparisons show that in the context of automated driving, the explicit recognition of components for semantic understanding, world modeling, and vehicle platform abstraction are unique to the proposed architecture. These components are not unusual in architectures within the Artificial Intelligence/robotics domains; the proposed architecture shows how they can be applied within the automotive domain. A secondary contribution of this thesis is a description of a lightweight, four step approach for model based systems engineering of highly automated driving systems, along with supporting model classes. The model classes cover the concept of operations, logical architecture, application software components, and the implementation platforms. The thesis also provides an overview of current implementation technologies for cognitive driving intelligence and vehicle platform control, and recommends a specific setup.
for development and accelerated testing of highly automated driving systems, that includes model- and hardware-in-the-loop techniques in conjunction with a publish/subscribe bus. Beyond the more "traditional" engineering concepts, the thesis also investigates the domain of machine consciousness and computational self-awareness. The exploration indicates that current engineering methods are likely to hit a complexity ceiling, breaking through which may require advances in how safety-critical systems can self-organize, construct, and evaluate internal models to reflect their perception of the world. Finally, the thesis also presents a functional architecture for the brake system of an autonomous truck. This architecture proposes a reconfiguration of the existing brake systems of the truck in a way that provides dynamic, diversified redundancy, and an increase in the system reliability and availability, while meeting safety requirements.
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ADL. Architecture Description Language. A computer language used to create a description of a system architecture.

ARCHITECTURE A system’s blueprint as reflected in the key building blocks of the system, their composition, their interplay, the resulting extra-functional properties, and so on. More formally, it is defined within a systems engineering context by ISO 42010 as, "..fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment, embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution." [3]

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE The science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs [12].

AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEM The hardware and software that is collectively capable of performing all aspects of the dynamic driving task for a vehicle (whether part time or full time) [4].

AUTOMOTIVE E/E ARCHITECTURE The architecture of an automobile’s Electrical/Electronic systems. It includes computing hardware, software, communication links as well as functional hierarchies and their distribution across the architecture.

AUTONOMOUS MACHINES Machines which can perform their task(s) with no (or minimal) human intervention. Based on definition of Intelligent Autonomous Machine found in [13]

COMPLEX SYSTEM A system that can be analyzed into many components having relatively many relations among them, so that the behavior of some components may depend on the behavior of others, and the behavior of the system cannot simply be derived from the summation of individual components’ behavior. Based on definition in [17]

CONSCIOUSNESS The fact of awareness by the mind of itself and the world, where awareness is further defined as knowledge or perception of a situation or fact [15].

COOPERATIVE DRIVING Driving in a situation where vehicles and road infrastructure in the vicinity of a vehicle continuously exchange wireless information, and where this information is then used to control the motion of the vehicle.

ECU Electronic Control Unit. Typically, an embedded computer controlling one or more vehicle functions.
**Embedded System** A computer system that is part of a larger system and performs some of the requirements of that system [2].

**Functional Architecture View** The functional architecture view describes the decomposition of the system into its main logical components, along with the hierarchical structure, the component inter-connections, interfaces, and data-flows. The description is made without prejudice to any particular technological implementation. This description is written in the flavor of ISO 42010 [3].

**Intelligence** The ability of a system to act appropriately in an uncertain environment, where appropriate action is that which increases the probability of success, and success is the achievement of behavioral subgoals that support the system’s ultimate goal. [5]

**MBSE** Model Based Systems Engineering - the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later life cycle phases [9].

**Reference Architecture** A predefined architectural pattern, or set of patterns, possibly partially or completely instantiated, designed, and proven for use in particular business and technical contexts, together with supporting artifacts to enable their use [11].

**System** A set of elements in interaction [18]. More specifically, an *engineered system* is defined as an interacting combination of elements to accomplish a defined objective. These include hardware, software, firmware, people, information, techniques, facilities, services, and other support elements [10].

**Systems Engineering** Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while considering the complete problem [8].

**TVVQ** Testing, Verification, Validation, Qualification
"Begin at the beginning," the
King said gravely, "and go on
till you come to the end: then
stop."
— Lewis Carroll, Alice in
Wonderland

1.1 BACKGROUND

In recent years, technologies that reduce (or eliminate) the need of human intervention in the control of machines, have steadily gained momentum. The application of such technologies in the automotive domain has resulted in Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Lane Keeping Assist (LKA), Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB), and Traffic Jam Assist (TJA). Such systems control (parts of) the vehicle motion in scenarios where human control performance can be improved upon. Technology trends in ADAS systems point to a future where road vehicles which may no longer require human drivers. The elimination of human drivers has the potential to improve safety of road traffic, because human behavior and limitations are the cause of almost 94% \[1^{14}\] of incidents that compromise road safety. Beyond safety, improvements in comfort, traffic throughput, and eco-friendliness are also expected. Towards these ends, numerous vehicle prototypes have been built, which require no human driver intervention when operating in specific conditions. Such vehicles are commonly referred to as "self-driving", "driverless", "autonomous", "unmanned", or "robotic" in vernacular English. This thesis is concerned with the design and development of such vehicles.

In the lexicon of industry experts and government agencies, a carefully created set of definitions is gaining acceptance. These definitions were created in 2014 by SAE International\(^1\) and published in the standard SAE J3016 [4]. The standard defines the terms dynamic driving task and driving mode and uses these definitions, along with others, to describe six progressive levels of driving automation. These levels are summarized in Figure 1. At one extreme, level zero refers to no

---

\(^1\)SAE International, formerly established as the Society of Automotive Engineers, is a globally active professional association and standards organization for engineering professionals in transportation industries. See [http://www.sae.org](http://www.sae.org)
automation, where all aspects of the driving task are performed by a human driver. At the other extreme, level five refers to full automation, where the automated driving system is capable of performing all aspects of the driving task under all those road and environmental conditions which can be managed by a human driver. SAE standards are not authoritative, and there remains plenty of dispute regarding whether such levels accurately and/or comprehensively capture various levels of (self-) driving functionality. Despite the dispute, the fact remains that SAE International has powerful influence in the automotive domain and SAE J3016 is (at the time of this writing) the most comprehensively thought out attempt in the industry to harmonize various definitions and classification systems. Therefore, we will refer back to the SAE automation levels in subsequent parts of this text.
The development of highly automated driving systems and their introduction into mass markets in the form of consumer products, require progress in broadly four different areas, as shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2:** Some areas contributing to highly automated driving

**ALGORITHMS** The formal mathematical knowledge for solving specific problems in a sequence of computation steps

**ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION TECHNOLOGIES** The design and realization of systems which utilize the algorithms to perform desired functional tasks, while meeting other requirements such as modularity and reliability.

**SYSTEMS ENGINEERING** The systematic methods and processes used to construct systems
Societal/Regulatory Regulatory and legal frameworks to permit system operation, including topics related to liability, insurance etc.

Within each of these areas lies a practically endless scope for research. The most relevant areas for this thesis are architecture and systems engineering, whose sub-areas are shown in the outer half-circle of Figure 2 (Representation, Simulation, ... , Verification & Validation). The development of architectures is supported by research for representation of those architectures. The representation is usually in the form of a set of models. The models may capture different aspects of the system and facilitate different types of simulations and analyses, for example, safety. Similarly, development process are supported by work tasks that create and maintain various types of artifacts, for example requirements, and further sub-processes for activities like testing, verification and validation. The system artifacts as well as the related work tasks are often highly interdependent. For example, can an architecture model be linked with a set of requirements, such that a change in either the model or the requirements can be propagated from the one to the other? Or, can the architecture be represented in such a way that it is possible to automatically generate software code from that representation? And what development process would facilitate automated testing of the generated code? Would such an architecture representation lend itself to the type of safety analysis that can be performed by some specific tool? The various influences, interactions, and inter-dependence between the work tasks not only drive the state of the art in research, they also impose very concrete constraints and limitations on the technologies, tools, and development processes used within a specific development project. And of course, there exist supporting technologies for the supporting technologies for up to many levels.

The state of the art in highly automated driving has reached a stage where the basic algorithms and implementation technologies (including sensors, actuators, computing, and communications) have matured to the point that it is feasible to imagine a functional system that can replace a human driver, in many different driving situations. Such systems have seen many proof-of-concept implementations, but significant challenges still exist in creating mature systems that provably retain performance and safety when faced with operational situations that are overwhelmingly complex and/or unforeseen by their designers. These challenges need to be addressed by research in the core disciplines (automatic control, artificial intelligence, computer science, etc.) as well as in architecture, development processes, and their many supporting areas. The latter research is also needed to support the rapid utilization and deployment-into-products of new technical knowledge that emerges in the field.

\[\text{It's turtles all the way down!}\]
1.2 Thesis Scope and Relevance

This thesis work has been built upon a foundation of several practical projects, most of which resulted in concrete, physical demonstrators and prototypes. An example demonstrator is a partially self-driving R730 truck developed in cooperation with Scania CV AB of Sweden. The massive R730 is one of the most powerful production trucks in the world, featuring a 16.4 liter, 16 turbo diesel V8 engine that generates 730 horsepower and 3500 Nm of torque. This truck was equipped with an autonomous driving system whose technical design and development was led by the author during the early part of the thesis work. Given the commitment to creating fully functioning prototypes, this thesis work can be approached from four different perspectives (i) Systems implemented (ii) Development processes adopted (iii) Lessons learned and (iv) Scientific contributions. Of these, the fourth perspective (contributions made) is emphasized in this thesis text.

Referring back to Figure 2, the entirety of this thesis work lies in the areas of (i) architecture and implementation technologies and (ii) development processes. Since advanced prototypes were developed, it is natural that the work involved implementation technologies and architecture. The development necessarily required forms of architecture representation, system modeling, and analysis. Since the development was done in teams of industrial and academic researchers, some form of development process was necessarily utilized, which spanned requirements, testing, verification and validation. Over repeated prototype development, the lessons learned and best practices were carried forward. Minutiae of technical implementations are captured in referred technical reports, while the architectures themselves are prominently covered in this thesis work, via the appended publications.

Figure 3 shows the main architectural viewpoints considered: (i) Service taxonomy (ii) Functional architecture (iii) Software and (iv) Hardware. These viewpoints are described in publication A. The main focus of this thesis is on part (ii) Functional architecture. The functional architecture describes the decomposition of the system into its main logical components, along with the hierarchical structure, the component inter-connections, interfaces, and data-flows. The description is made without prejudice to any particular technological implementation.

The main thesis contributions are two so called reference architectures which can be instantiated in the context of particular projects. The reference architectures provide a description of all relevant functionalities that are needed to solve the problem, and indicate how the functionalities should be combined. This is accompanied by rationale, decision criteria, and the pros and cons of making particular choices.
Examples and guidelines of how the reference solutions should be concretely implemented are also provided.

The architectures developed and validated during this thesis work are constrained in scope to the electrical/electronic (E/E) systems found on board a particular vehicle. Only the motion related systems are considered. That said, the architectures recognize and support the possibility that future vehicles are likely to communicate with other vehicles and the infrastructure and to function as autonomous units in a highly connected, intelligent transport ecosystem. Detailed analyses of functional safety is excluded from the scope, because the emphasis is on how the desired functionality can be achieved. However, we believe that a later inclusion of safety specific concerns should not result in disruptive changes to the proposed architectures.

The relevance of this thesis work lies in the fact that it provides proven solution patterns for the problem of architecting highly automated vehicles. The thesis work therefore forms a concise, first point of reference for creating specific technical solutions in the area.

1.3 Methodology

This thesis is based on a work of engineering. The engineer’s goal is to create a sufficient solution to a need. The solution may be narrowly specific to the need, and it is reasonable to expect that there exist other solutions to satisfy the same need. The solution lays claim, not to being universally applicable, nor to be the best possible solution, but to be effective, satisfactory, and sometimes, optimal. Engineering re-
search is therefore characterized by an analysis of what constitutes a sufficient solution with the given constraints, followed by the design needed to achieve such a solution. Engineering research also emphasizes the systematic approach used for creating the solutions and the methodological and technical basis (knowledge, methods, tools) to facilitate the creation of the solutions. These statements of the nature of engineering, and the research methods described in the two upcoming paragraphs are based on content from [6], which contains an insightful analysis of the topic.

In the natural sciences, the goal of the scientist is to create knowledge which is objective, generalizable, universally true, and which can be used to describe an already existing state of affairs. Given that engineering is more concerned with creating apposite, hitherto non-existing solutions which may be narrowly specific, rather than a generally valid theory to explain observations, there is naturally some tension when engineering research methods are judged from perspectives grounded in the natural sciences. This has led to numerous research methods especially applicable to engineering, but there still remains a tendency to force-fit engineering research into a scientific conceptualization, especially with regards to generalizability.

The research conducted during this thesis closely aligns with an established research methodology known as engineering design [6]. This is one of the methodologies that is especially applicable to engineering, and acknowledges the purpose of engineering as creating sufficient solutions to particular needs. The principal thrust of the methodology is that research is an activity to create new knowledge, and using engineering design to create particular solutions results in new situated knowledge. The situated knowledge is specific to the circumstance, choice of technology, and the system architecture selected and provides "proof by construction" that the design idea is valid and effective [7]. The activity of design integrates fragments of existing knowledge to achieve a useful outcome. This includes, in the context of engineering design methodology, the application of scientific criteria like repeatability, reproduceability, separation of own versus others’ contributions, along with a sound theoretical understanding of why the developed solutions work\(^3\). Such a design activity usually also involves advances beyond the state of art/practice. Furthermore, if discussions on potential generalization and validity are included, the overall result is a theory which links product requirements with the solution developed, and a method for developing the solution [6]. Following this methodology, four prototypes were created as shown in Figure 4. The design and implementation of each prototype yielded valuable insights which were used to improve the design and implementation of the next prototype.

\(^3\) The understanding of why a solution works in a certain way is a key difference between engineering design and merely building something that works.
To complement the design and prototyping efforts, the thesis work has also included state of the art surveys in the different research areas that are relevant to automated driving. This includes the "conventional" technological areas (embedded systems, component based software engineering ...), as well as reaches into realms of the cognitive theory of mind. Additionally, structured interaction with industrial practitioners has been organized via several workshops. Each of these workshops has been attended by well over fifty engineers from the domains of transport, industrial automation, telecom, aviation, and defense. The cross-domain perspectives have provided valuable learning opportunities and a few of the reports and publications described later in this text have come about directly as a result of these workshops.

The engineering solutions developed during this thesis work have been consciously created to be generalizable to a more representative set of problems. The generalizations are shown to be effective, via successful application to other similar problems. Specific technical implementations are documented in technical reports, while the generalized theory and identified solution patterns are described in the appended scientific publications. The scientific artifacts are so called "reference architectures" and the appended publications include useful commentary on how the reference architectures should be instantiated to create specific solutions. All the work is repeatable, and can be freely verified by other engineers. The rationale behind specific choices in the reference architectures is documented, and the publications also provide precise descriptions of the system boundaries and constraints within which the architectures are applicable. An evaluation of how well the architectures solve the intended problems is also included. Each publication describes the activities leading up to its content, but the overall progression of projects conducted during the PhD efforts is shown in Table 1.

In 2010, an architecture for autonomous longitudinal motion control was designed and implemented on an R730 commercial truck from Scania CV AB. The truck participated in the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) 2011, wherein vehicles operated au-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR(s)</th>
<th>PROJECTS</th>
<th>VEHICLE</th>
<th>PARTNERS</th>
<th>OUTCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011-12</td>
<td>CoAct 2012</td>
<td>Heavy duty commercial truck</td>
<td>Scania CV AB</td>
<td>Second, different instantiation of above mentioned reference architecture for cooperative driving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-14</td>
<td>DFEA2020 + FUSE + ARCHER</td>
<td>Passenger cars</td>
<td>Volvo Car Corporation + Scania CV AB</td>
<td>Problem analysis, methods, and a reference architecture for autonomous driving [Pubs. A,L]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-</td>
<td>RCV</td>
<td>Novel research vehicle prototype</td>
<td>Departments within KTH</td>
<td>Novel electric vehicle prototype with -by-wire control of steering and propulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-</td>
<td>RCV-2.0</td>
<td>Novel research vehicle prototype</td>
<td>KTH + A private company</td>
<td>Novel vehicle prototype with full perception stack and urban autonomous driving capabilities (under development)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Projects contributing to thesis content
tonomously on a public highway in a platooning scenario, with constant wireless communication between participating vehicles and the environment. The architecture was refined and re-applied a year later, on a different truck (an R430 model), for the CoAct 2012 project. This project also involved a platooning scenario similar to the GCDC 2011 event, but it included more demanding operational situations like splitting and merging lanes, and overtaking. The accumulated architecture underwent further evaluation and analysis in the course of three different projects with various industrial partners, including a potential application to passenger cars. One of these projects was DFEA2020 — a large Swedish consortium project aimed at development of green, safe, and connected vehicles. Another project is FUSE — also a Swedish project, with a tighter focus on functional safety and architectures for autonomous driving. The third project is ARCHER — which investigates safety, reference architectures, and testing and verification techniques applicable to commercial trucks. The FUSE and ARCHER projects are still in progress. Starting from 2014, the architecture was then applied to a novel research concept vehicle (RCV) at KTH, with a view to endow it with autonomous driving capabilities. The RCV has an all-electric, drive-by-wire powertrain with a propulsion motor embedded inside each wheel, and active steering and camber control of all four wheels. Control of these components is included in a vehicle platform abstraction, which can receive maneuvering commands from a perception and planning layer. This was used to demonstrate basic self-parking capabilities with the aid of ultrasonic sensors. The architecture was then adapted to a second variant of the RCV (RCV-2.0), where it serves as the foundation for autonomous urban driving capabilities in situations where a human driver is not expected to be available (or capable) of taking over vehicle control.

1.4 HYPOTHESIS AND RESEARCH QUESTION

The engineering design research methodology described previously in Section 1.3 often deviates from a more traditional scientific research process, with respect to how hypotheses are constructed. This is because the traditional scientific research process consists of contemplating on observations, formulating a hypothesis, making predictions based on the hypothesis, conducting experiments and gathering data, investigating the success of the hypothetical predictions, and declaring the hypothesis as valid under specific conditions. In contrast, the question, “What hypothesis fits the observed facts?” may justifiably never be raised prior to the start of an engineering project. However, when differentiating between engineering and engineering design research, it is worth indulging this question post hoc in some form or the other because, as mentioned in [16], presenting a rational process
has the benefit of making the product (research) and design flow understandable, maintainable, and reusable.

So how can a hypothesis be constructed for engineering design research? Well, it can be trivially asserted that engineering answers the hypothesis that it is possible to build a solution to the particular need. To improve upon the hypothesis, we can look at the implicit assumption in creating a particular engineering solution. The hypothesis can then be generically rephrased as, "If the system is built «this way» then it might fulfill its intended purpose. It may even work in more generalized cases, or could be more easily modified for those cases." This is better, but still generic. Applying this to the particular engineering problems considered in this thesis, the resulting (implicit) hypothesis that underlies the thesis research can be stated as

**Hypothesis:** A reference architecture for highly automated driving exists, which is general enough to be repeatedly instantiated to provide sufficient solutions for a variety of automated driving tasks in a variety of scenarios. Such a reference architecture will contain solution patterns and other value additions to help architects build apposite solutions for automated driving, especially with regards to performance and safety.

The above hypothesis leads to several questions like

- What are the requirements, principles, and patterns for architectures of highly automated driving systems?
- What are idealized architectures for distributed, embedded systems that are expressly designed for high levels of automation?
- How does the potential absence of a human driver affect the architecture and associated safety analysis techniques?
- What are the technologies and development processes to implement highly automated driving systems?
- What is the impact of high levels of automation on testing, verification and validation methods?

Answers to these questions can be aggregated within reference architectures. The reference architectures need to be expressed at a level of abstraction where they contain sufficient information to provide breadth and depth of solutions i.e. they are non-trivial, but at the same time, are generic enough to be useful for more than one specific use case. Therefore, the overarching research question investigated by this thesis is
**Research Question:** What is a suitable reference architecture for highly automated driving?

- What are the main obstacles to high levels of automation?
- What are the principal architectural components and their key interactions?
- How should the architecture be organized, and how should the components be distributed across the architecture?
- What are the key decisions, and the range of choices available in making those decisions?
- What is a suitable methodology to design and instantiate the architecture?

To answer the research question, it is crucial to have strong and recurring hands-on experience in repeatedly designing and implementing different instances of highly automated driving systems. This has indeed been one of the highlights of this thesis work, as described in Section 1.3.

1.5 Overview of Contributions

The thesis contributions can be organized into four categories: (i) Scientific theories (ii) Engineering (iii) State of the Art and Industrial challenges and (iv) Education. Figure 5 shows the category for each publication. The main scientific contribution of this thesis is a set of functional reference architectures for highly automated driving.

This section provides a quick overview of the contributions made by the appended publications. Later, Chapter 2 provides an executive summary and a reading guide through the main scientific results.

**Publication A:** A key aim of this thesis is to create technical solutions for highly automated driving which can be adopted by practicing engineers in the industry. Therefore, it is essential to gain an understanding of the obstacles to implementing such systems, from an industrial perspective. Some of the main obstacles are reported in this publication, which resulted from structured interaction (and subsequent analysis) with about 65 practicing engineers at a workshop on autonomous systems organized at KTH.

**Publication B:** The technical development of the cooperative driving architecture used in the GCDC 2011 event is reported in this publication. It covers architecture, communication, state estimation and control.
**Publication C:** This publication develops upon and generalizes the architectural solution reported in publication B, resulting in a functional reference architecture for cooperative driving.

**Publication D:** This publication describes a functional reference architecture whose scope goes beyond cooperative driving towards highly automated driving where human drivers may be absent.

**Publication E:** This is a book chapter, summarizing a few key takeaways in functional architecture, model based systems engineering, and implementation technologies for autonomous driving. It also relates the shorter term technical developments of autonomous driving systems with longer term perspectives from the theory of mind and associated cognitive sciences.

These five publications thus report on a continuous generalization of automated driving architectures, with progressively wider application scope and validation.

**Publication F:** This is an exploration into safety criticality and reliability aspects of architecting, and presents a functional architecture for a braking system that can be applied to autonomous, commercial, heavy trucks.
publication C: This is an early state of the art and literature survey of the research areas contributing to the creation of automated driving systems. It covers automotive E/E architectures, intelligent control and robotics architectures, and general embedded systems and software development. A synthetic discussion highlighting differences between automotive and other domains is also included. More focused, topic specific state of art sections are also provided in publications B, C and D.

During the course of the thesis work, especially during the intensive hands-on prototyping phases, it became clear that a specific set of technical skills is needed by engineers developing such systems. A summary of these skills, along with how they can be incorporated into traditional embedded systems education, including sets of exercises, is provided in publications H-I. Interim (but peer reviewed) scientific results that contribute to the the main publications mentioned above are presented in publications J-L. Many of the specific technology choices and other details used for practical implementations are described in publication M.

1.6 Impact

It is expected that the reference architectures and their descriptions published during this thesis work will be one of the starting points when initiating a new architecture for highly automated driving. As of October 2015, the early publications B and C have been cited 20 and 12 times respectively, according to Google Scholar. Publication D is an invited paper based on an extension of publication L, which was considered to be among the best papers published at the venue. Publication E is an invited book chapter, presumably an acknowledgement of the contributions already made. Publication I is an extended journal paper based on publication H.

The engineering implementations of the autonomous truck architectures used for the GCDC 2011 and CoAct 2012 are likely to be the basis for the architectures used in the upcoming GCDC 2016 challenge. The engineering implementations of the autonomous architecture for the research concept vehicle will be used to further develop a commercial product by a private company. It will also be the basis for upcoming autonomous driving capabilities of the prototype at KTH.

The following outcomes came about as a result of work done during the thesis, which are also an indirect indicator of its impact

- 3+1 journal papers, 1 book chapter, 1 conference paper, 3+1 workshop papers, 2 technical reports, 1 licentiate thesis
- 4 significant vehicle prototypes created
• The KTH team finished fourth in the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge, The Netherlands, 2011

• A follow-up 3 year project named ARCHER, driven by Scania CV AB, funded by VINNOVA and engaging 3 PhD candidates

• 3 invited talks to large industrial conferences on autonomous driving: Elektronik i Fordon (2012)/Sweden, Automotive Tech.AD (2015)/Berlin, and Automotive Tech.AD (2015)/Detroit

• 3 large workshops on autonomous systems and safety conducted at KTH, with participation of 50+ industrial researchers and practitioners

• Invited member of Swedish delegation, to represent autonomous systems research in Sweden, as part of Swedish-Brazilian governmental cooperation on research and technology, São Paulo, Brazil 2014

• Invited lectures on systems engineering and systems prototyping at 2 European summer schools on Cyber-Physical Systems (Trento, Italy 2014 and Stockholm, Sweden 2015)

• 2 private companies founded in Sweden. Significant technology transfer made to an autonomous driving related company in "Silicon Valley", California, USA

• 14 Master thesis students supervised

• Laboratory exercises for 3 courses developed for Embedded Systems education
This chapter provides a reading guide to the appended papers, as well as an executive summary of their main content.

A quick word on notation: [A] means publication A. [A.2] means Section 2 of publication A. [B.3.1] means Section 3.1 of publication B, and so on.

2.1 READING GUIDE — PUBLICATIONS

Each appended publication is complete in itself, and therefore can be read independently of the others.

- For a thorough reading, it is recommended to read the [A,B,C,D] in the order in which they are appended. This way, the reader will first gain an understanding of the main obstacles to autonomy, as seen from an industrial perspective [A]. This is followed by a description of the specific solution, including architecture, used during the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge, 2011 [B]. A generalization of the architectural solution in the form of a reference architecture for cooperative driving is given in [C]. A further development into an architecture for general autonomous driving is given in [D].

- If there is time to read only one publication, that should be [E]. It presents the main concepts from [D] and also adds other non-architectural perspectives.

- [F] is specific to a braking system for heavy trucks and is not generalized to the overall vehicle architecture level. Therefore, it is recommended reading for those interested in this specific area.

- Those interested in technological detail related to a specific instantiation of concepts in [B,C] should look up [M].
2.2 FRAME OF REFERENCE

This section briefly explains the relevance of key research areas contributing to autonomous driving. This is then followed by a concise reading guide to the various state of the art surveys included in the thesis work.

The systems architecture for automated driving needs to consider the characteristics of a multitude of domains with regards to technical requirements, the kind of software and other tools utilized, development processes, and even the typical ways in which the domain practitioners think. It is quite rare that the statement, “Oh that.. yeah, that has no architectural impact whatsoever.” can be made regarding any stakeholder concern.

Figure 6: Frame of reference for automated driving architectures

Figure 6 shows just a few of the research areas (and sub-areas) that contribute to architectures for highly automated driving. The areas to the left of the vertical line are the more "fundamental" functional and technical areas, while those to the right of the vertical line apply more to the cross-cutting aspects of the system and its development. The architecture serves as the unifying framework and therefore a competent systems architect needs to have more than a passing familiarity with each domain.

Automotive development is of course the foundation which the rest of automated driving is built upon. This is because, regardless of what systems exist to perceive the environment and make motion decisions, there always needs to be an underlying vehicle platform responsible for executing the desired vehicle motion. The successful
development of core motion systems like steering, propulsion, and braking requires significant know-how from the automotive domain.

Functions for environmental perception, localization, and path planning are based on techniques evolved in the Robotics and Artificial Intelligence areas. This especially applies to the topics of computer vision, extraction of features from sensor data, classification and learning of objects, and planning collision-free trajectories in realtime. Associated algorithms are often probabilistic and may not guarantee results within a given time window. This has an impact on the architecture and analyses related to safety and certification, which are conventionally targeted towards heavily deterministic behavior. Similarly, the computation silicon and typical technological platforms used for robotics and AI research differ from the conventional automotive ECU hardware and software, in terms of available computational capacity and software tools used. This impacts the technical architecture of the automated driving system.

The ever increasing usage of sophisticated electronic control for basic functions like braking, as well as relatively higher level trajectory tracking requires strong contributions from the control engineering domain. There are a large number of modes and states of various systems and their subsystems, the hierarchical and distributed control structures need to respond with correct and safe behavior if and when faults occur, signal uncertainty increases, degraded system modes are entered etc.

Most automated driving functionality is realized through software, and therefore software engineering plays an important role in the system design and development. From the design perspective, topics related to middleware, platform abstraction, and component based software engineering are becoming increasingly relevant, as evidenced by the growing adoption of AUTOSAR. Even for the prototyping code used in the "higher level" functionality related to environmental perception and decision making, technologies like the Robot Operating System (ROS) are commonly utilized, which facilitate reusable software components and inter-component communication. On the development side, topics like agile development and continuous integration are important, because of requirements of faster time-to-market, and delivery of updates and bug fixes to deployed software code.

The inclusion of safety and systems engineering hopefully needs no justification. However, Model Based System Engineering (MBSE) is an important, and sometimes overlooked, part of systems architecting. In MBSE, the different artifacts generated during the systems development process are represented in the form of models, many of which are inter-linked. The architectures can be modeled, analyzed, and successively enriched and it may be possible to generate working system implementations purely via model transformation methods. This is sometimes the case for purely control related tasks, where
The tasks can be modeled and simulated in a tool like Simulink, and the models can be executed using rapid control prototyping tools like the dSpace MicroAutoBox. The models may be annotated with requirements like safety, and specific system properties can be analyzed within Simulink itself, or via the use of add-on tools. Often, specific tools work only with a given representation, and so MBSE has the concept of "round trip" flows, wherein (a part of) the system can be modeled in one tool, the model undergoes transformation to another representation which is analyzed and/or enriched via some other tool, and then subsequently transformed back to the original representation. When such models and tools are also used for generating implementation code, it can impose very strong constraints on the implementation technologies. This has a direct bearing on the technical architecture.

The architectural decisions need to consider not just the technical characteristics of the various domains involved, but also the mindsets of experts within these domains. It is sometimes the case that individuals with deep expertise with one set of tools and concepts in a domain are unable to appreciate why experts in other domains prefer a different set of tools.

In addition to the areas shown in Figure 6, an architect also needs to keep regulatory and certification concerns in mind. MBSE techniques can facilitate dealing with such concerns, by generating documentation trails, proving safety properties, and analyzing the impact of system changes.

A mapping of the state of the art surveys conducted during the thesis work and the publications which contain them is shown in Table 2. The general state of the art on the technological areas contributing to autonomous driving is provided in [G]. It considers autonomous driving as the intersection of the three main areas: (i) Automotive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive EE architecture</td>
<td>G.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics and intelligent control</td>
<td>G.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Embedded Systems</td>
<td>G.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion: Automotive vs. other domains</td>
<td>G.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle platooning and its benefits</td>
<td>B.1.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative driving</td>
<td>C.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectures for autonomous driving</td>
<td>D.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSE methods and tools</td>
<td>E.1.7, E.1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine consciousness</td>
<td>E.1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: State of the art surveys
2.3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

This section summarizes the key content and takeaways from the appended publications. It is intended to be a self-contained write up for those readers who may not want to read all the publications. Note that for the sake of convenience, citations present in the actual publications are removed from the summary.
2.3.1 Architecture challenges for intelligent autonomous machines ([A])

[A] identifies the main bottlenecks for autonomous systems development, from an industrial perspective. The identified bottlenecks are not exclusive for autonomous systems, but they are especially relevant to this category\(^1\). The main bottlenecks are

**Constructing and maintaining the world model.** Intelligent autonomous systems need a model of their internal and external environments (worlds) to correctly reason about action choices and make decisions. At all times, the model needs to reflect the real environment, typically via strong statistical correlations. There are several architectural issues related to the construction, implementation, and maintenance of a world model. Subsystems may require partial world models containing only the information necessary for the subsystem operation. The same information may be needed by several subsystems, but in differing representations. Simultaneously, it may be desirable to have a global, common world model to prevent unnecessary, replicated model building activities within individual subsystems and to have a single source of data. But the subsystems may require the model information with differing Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Some subsystems may require historical information. Should the subsystem maintain history itself or should it be part of a common global world model? Should the partial world models within individual subsystem be gathered together to form a common global model? Or should relevant parts of the global world model be "projected" into individual subsystems? Should a global world model be implemented in a distributed, redundant way? What about security and access control to the model information? Who are the readers, who are the writers, how to manage simultaneous conflicting writes — these are all questions relevant to the system architecture.

**User interaction.** An autonomous system must necessarily reduce the user engagement required for system operation. If the required user engagement is maintained or increased (with respect to frequency, level of control, scope, etc.), autonomy provides no immediate benefit. At the same time, the system needs to conduct its operations with maximum transparency, so that the user can be aware of the operational context and system behavior. Unfortunately, it is not always clear what ‘transparency’ implies, nor do established norms exist to achieve it. Automa-

---

\(^1\) This is actually a recurring theme for many research areas. There are few results that are solely and exclusively for autonomous systems alone. However, given the complexity and safety critical nature of the autonomous systems, some results have a magnified importance in context.
tion and autonomy, though intended to enhance human capabilities, often degrade them. Worse still, lack of consensus on user interaction leads to functionally similar, yet subtly different autonomous systems. This makes it problematic to rely on past experience when human operators migrate between similar systems. Relying on faulty automation might easily be framed as over-reliance and misuse, while relying on correct automation that still allows for mistakes might be framed as under-reliance or disuse. From the perspective of autonomous systems, it therefore becomes relevant to explore flexible architectures that allow for different user interaction paradigms while maintaining maximum transparency and a meaningful exposure of error handling strategies such as graceful degradation.

Complexity and Feature Interaction Federated and integrated architectures are meant to decentralize the logical architecture and allow for treating different functionality in isolation. However, autonomy seems to be pushing in the other direction, requiring an increased communication between different subsystems. The result is an increased architectural complexity, where the architecture is required to simultaneously isolate and bring together different parts of the system. This, coupled with the increasing number of (often conflicting) goals within an autonomous system, significantly raises the cognitive complexity of the system. Increasing complexity has a direct and negative impact on test case coverage, verification and validation of the system. One of the potential consequences of complexity is feature interaction. A feature interaction is said to occur when the operation of a subsystem/feature interferes with the operation of another subsystem/feature leading to unexpected and undesirable system level behavior, for example, simultaneous actuation of the brake and throttle during driving. From an architectural perspective, feature interaction can be addressed by two complementary approaches. The first approach is ‘correctness by construction’ which refers to the principles and mechanisms of composing systems out of subsystems in a way that there are no unexpected side effects or emergent behavior. The complementing approach is to formally represent both the architecture and a feature interaction and use model checking and verification methods to search for the feature interaction in the architecture. Once found, the interaction can be eliminated by a variety of problem specific approaches. Both the approaches above seek to detect and eliminate feature interactions during the design phase. However, all feature interactions may not be detected or eliminated and therefore intelligent autonomous systems need mechanisms to resolve feature interactions during system operation (a.k.a ‘runtime’).
EXTRA-FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES

This relates to those characteristics of the system which are not directly related to the functionality offered by the system to its user. They are often related to the quality attributes of the system. The extra-functional properties on which autonomy has a significant impact are (i) Safety (ii) Redundancy (iii) Determinism/Predictability. Safety engineers frequently rely on the availability of a human operator to take control, in case the system is unable to cope with its operational environment. The user interaction problems associated with autonomy, along with the fact that a human may simply not be available to take control, means that autonomous systems need to be designed to a greater degree of robustness. Such robustness is often added by means of providing redundancy for critical sensors, actuators as well as communication and computation facilities. Adding redundancy to existing systems brings up sensitive issues related to cost. Also, existing machinery often simply lacks the physical space to accommodate redundant units (geometry constraints). Therefore, application of traditional redundancy measures is often not feasible for evolving autonomous architectures. New thinking is needed to add redundancy to the architecture while avoiding mere replication of the subsystems under question. Safety critical systems are usually required to demonstrate deterministic operation. For autonomous systems, it is a matter of debate and semantics whether autonomy involves a tradeoff with determinism. The overall behavior of an autonomous system may remain predictable within certain bounds, but the system may not be absolutely deterministic within those bounds. For example, it could be predictably shown that the system will generate collision free trajectories on a driveable area, but the precise trajectories generated may not be predictable. If the behavior of an individual machine can not be deterministically predicted, it is unlikely that the interactions of that machine with a heterogeneous mix of other autonomous, manual and remotely operated machines will be deterministic. This leaves designers and architects with an open question: What is the extent of permissible unpredictability within the system? This question is not explicitly answered by standards and certification requirements.

It is heavily debated whether the existing safety standards (like IEC 61508, ISO 26262, or ISO 13849-1) are immediately applicable to autonomous systems. The main reason for this is that they rely on techniques for hazard and risk analysis in which human involvement is an important factor in the Risk Reduction Level (RRL) estimation. ISO2626 for instance directly uses the anticipated capability of a driver to control unexpected vehicle behavior caused by major system failure as a major input to calculating the required RRL (ASIL) on the
system. This reasoning is not immediately applicable for autonomous and intelligent functions because of the lack of human involvement. However, one way by which a standard like ISO26262 can be applied to autonomous driving, is to reduce the controllability to the worst case value for a given hazard. This then leads to higher ASIL levels for the hazard under consideration.

2.3.2 Platooning and cooperative driving ([B] and [C])

This section covers the specific architecture used during the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) 2011 [B], and the subsequent generalization to a reference architecture for cooperative driving [C]. The team that participated in the GCDC was named "Scoop" and hence, the architecture used during the GCDC is referred to as the "Scoop architecture" in [B].

The Scoop architecture comprises of a distinct set of sensors, computation hardware, software, and communication components installed on top of a factory standard truck. These additional components communicate with the factory standard motion subsystems in the truck, such as the engine, brakes, and the transmission. The main requirements that the architecture fulfilled were:

- Separation of the functionality into self-contained logical units, which could be designed, developed, and tested independently of each other by different teams
- Enabling of run-time reconfiguration of inter-component communication (change sources/sinks), in order to generate different system behaviors. For example, it should be possible to route an existing data-flow between components $A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C$ to $A \rightarrow C$, in case component $B$ malfunctions.
- Permitting different algorithms to be swapped in and out of the different architectural components
- Enabling diagnostics and self-monitoring services for each architectural component
- Allowing changes to the running system. Changes include reconfiguration of component properties and calibration parameters within executing components
- Being minimally intrusive in the existing vehicle architecture

The top level logical functions in the architecture are shown in Figure 7. They include Information gathering, Estimation, Control, Information broadcast, and Supervision. A description of each function can be found in [B.II.B.2]. The system was implemented using two distinct
computers (i) A custom computer designed using off-the-shelf components with no moving parts and (ii) A re-purposed ECU from Scania. This hardware view is shown in Figure 8 and further described in [B.II.B.3]. The custom computer was based on a dual-core Intel x86 processor architecture (Atom) with a GNU/Linux operating system. The OROCOS realtime middleware was used for constructing software components on this computer. The Scania ECU executed entire Simulink models "at the press of a button" using code generation and a proprietary toolchain. The two computers communicated via a dedicated CAN bus, and each computer was additionally connected to a CAN bus in the truck. The GPS and wireless communication hardware was connected to the custom computer.

The OROCOS middleware enables creation of components and specification of the components' characteristics such as periodicity of execution, number of input/output ports, datatypes flowing through ports, etc. It also has native support for buffered and unbuffered inter-component communication, as well as for raising and reacting to asynchronous events. Various OROCOS components were created, with close correspondence to the logical functions depicted in Figure 7. The mappings between these software components and the logical functions are shown in the implementation view depicted in Figure 9, where the arrows indicate an "implements" relationship. So for example, the 'Wireless' component in the software layer implements 'Information gathering' and 'Information broadcast' from the functional layer. This is further described in [B.II.B.4]

The Scoop architecture was very successful according to a number of evaluation criteria, the key points of which were

![Figure 7: Scoop architecture: Logical functions](image)
2.3 Executive Summary of Contributions

Figure 8: Scoop architecture: Hardware view

Figure 9: Scoop architecture: Implementation view
• The implementation worked at the technical level. No unexpected crashes, segmentation faults, mysterious behavior. The system startup and shutdown was clean, with state being saved, good datalogging and easy possibilities for runtime system calibration.

• The architecture mostly stayed in the background, avoiding intrusion in the function developers’ mindspace. They could get their job done without thinking too much about the architecture or using ‘quick-and-dirty’ hacks to bypass architectural limitations.

• The architecture scored well on aspects of robustness, extensibility, and safety. Unexpected inputs rarely caused the system to get unstable, and behavior modifications were being made to acknowledge changing competition rules up until the day of the event.

• The architecture guided thinking and showed possibilities, rather than constraining the options available to the developers

[B.II.B.5] discusses other topics related to the architecture, such as how specific behavior emerges from the interaction between the architectural components.

Generalizing beyond the Scoop architecture, [C.2.1] describes characteristics of cooperative driving systems, classifying them in functional, extra-functional, and miscellaneous categories. The functional characteristics note the distributed, hierarchical nature of the control task, that requires constructing a world model from limited sensor input (compared to the sensory inputs of a human driver). The extra-functional characteristics emphasize reliability and accuracy of data, as well as the mixture of safety critical and non-critical components within the same platforms. As a precursor to the reference architecture, [C.2.1] briefly discusses the differences between software execution environments in dedicated microcontrollers and general purpose PC hardware, and the associated impact on the architecture.

A reference architecture for cooperative driving is introduced in [C.3], within the context of the ECU network found in existing vehicle E/E architectures. The services needed in a cooperative driving system are identified, and they include positioning, communication, vehicle interfaces, Human Machine Interface (HMI), among others. The reference architecture shown in Figure 10 is then described. First, the key properties common to all architectural elements are mentioned, followed by a more detailed description of the individual functional elements.

[C.4] provides guidelines for instantiation of the reference architecture. The guidelines cover the minimum data sets needed for an instantiation to function as well as considerations for implementing
each of the elements in the reference architecture. These considerations include computational capacity, execution environments, vendor solutions, and testing/calibration needs. [C.4.2.2] digs deeper into communication mechanisms and covers bandwidth requirements, Quality of Service (QoS) concerns, and communication patterns such as publish/subscribe.

[C.6.2.1] gives some examples of how the reference architecture works by considering four different scenarios. These scenarios are (i) Controlling vehicle motion in a platoon (ii) Approaching a platoon from behind and joining in (iii) GPS signal loss and (iv) An external demand for imposition of radio silence is received. For each of these scenarios, it is described how the various architecture elements interact with each other, and which data flows between them. A comparison of the reference architecture with the industry standard AUTOSAR framework is made in [C.6.3], and with other autonomous system architectures in [C.6.4]. The comparisons show that the reference architecture does not make radical departures from established principles of autonomous system architectures, but there are novel aspects related to how it adapts to existing vehicle architectures in a minimally invasive way, by becoming another "node on a bus".

The reference architecture was instantiated a second time during the CoAct 2012 project. In this instantiation, the Scania ECU shown in Figure 8 was replaced by a SpeedGoat xPC Target controller, which uses a rather different technological implementation stack, but is functionally identical in the sense that it executes a Simulink model "at the push of a button". The mapping shown in Figure 9 was also changed. Specifically, the Estimator function was moved to the SpeedGoat unit, along with the GPS Manager. Of course, the GPS hardware was then connected to the SpeedGoat. These changes were made in view of the fact that the CoAct project team did not have as many competent C++
programmers as the GCDC/Scoop team. Therefore, it was considered easier to design most of the functionality in Simulink, which requires less programming skills. While it would still be possible to generate C++ code from Simulink and execute it on the custom computer, it was far easier to do so on the SpeedGoat, because of all the instrumentation and tools provided by the MathWorks for their xPC product. A consequence of these changes was an increase in the required communication bandwidth between the custom computer and the SpeedGoat, compared to the Scoop architecture. This was addressed by changing the dedicated link between the computers from a CAN bus to 100Mbit/s Ethernet using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). This second instantiation also incorporated algorithms that provided additional functionality related to lateral maneuvers and overtaking in platoons. This instantiation was also deemed to be entirely satisfactory.

2.3.3 Autonomous driving ([D] and [E])

A three layer functional reference architecture for autonomous driving is described in [D]. First, the functional components are described, followed by reasoning on how the components can be distributed across the architectural layers. The architecture description itself consists of identifying the principal stakeholder concerns, the connections among the components and a comparison with similar architectures to highlight similarities and differences.

The main functional components are shown in Figure 11 and described in [D.2]. The components are grouped into three categories relating to (i) Perception (ii) Decision and control and (iii) Vehicle platform manipulation. The Perception components include sensing, fusion, localization, semantic understanding and the world model. These components are responsible for gathering data about the immediate operational environment, and interpreting this data to form a consistent view of the world. The world view includes knowing the position of the vehicle with respect to a map, static road features
(lane markings, guard rails etc.), the location, size, and motion of moving objects and their classification (car, truck, bicycle etc.) The decision and control components are responsible for generating a desired, collision-free motion trajectory among obstacles, keeping in mind concerns of energy management, vehicle state with respect to faults and errors, as well as requirements of good road usage and legal limits. The generated trajectory is usually in ‘world coordinate space’ i.e. it defines how the vehicle should move in the physical world with respect to the map coordinate system. The trajectory may be represented as a set of accelerations and velocities which is passed on to the vehicle platform. The vehicle platform includes various actuation components responsible for actual vehicle motion (propulsion, braking, steering), and passive safety of the platform. These components generate the actuator specific commands that will realize the desired trajectory.

This architecture is an evolution of the cooperative driving architecture which is discussed in the previous section, and shown in Figure 10. Components like the vehicle gateway, semantic understanding, and the world model have been retained. Other functions in the cooperative driving architecture, like localization and control have been expanded upon in the autonomous driving architecture. A notable difference between these architectures is the role of the world model in the overall data-flow. In the cooperative driving architecture, the world model is at the center, and it can not be bypassed. All data flows into and out of the world model, which becomes the central repository of all information in the system. This imposes high performance and reliability requirements on the world model. Given the scope of cooperative driving, these were technically achievable, especially since the latency introduced by the world model was considered to be acceptable for the application. This has not been the case for the autonomous driving architecture, which sees considerably larger data throughput to/from the world model. Therefore, this architecture supports direct data transfer between various components, as well as via the world model. During instantiation, the extent to which the world model intervenes in the data flows can be freely determined. This would range between two extremes: one where the world model only passively records data flowing between the different components, and the other where all data flows through the world model, during the journey from producer to consumer.

The autonomous driving architecture is initially split up into two layers\(^2\): the vehicle platform and a cognitive driving intelligence. [D.3] discusses how the functional components can be distributed across these layers, by considering two extremes and their pros/cons. The

\(^2\) Later, a third layer related to teleoperation is added, but this layer is not directly responsible for generating and executing motion requests during normal autonomous driving
recommended functionality distribution is based on achieving as clean a split as possible, between the driving intelligence and the vehicle platform. This lowers the cognitive complexity of the architecture, as well as reduces the potential for feature interaction and other undesirable emergent behavior, for example by clearly delineating the tasks of trajectory generation and its execution. It also enables better reuse of the driving intelligence and the vehicle platform in other projects. Thus, the autonomous vehicle is really considered to be a close cooperation between two distinct autonomous entities, which are the vehicle platform and the cognitive driving intelligence. Of these, the former is relatively less intelligent, and responsible for maintaining its own safety to the extent of not violating laws of physics and keeping the vehicle within its safe performance envelope, regardless of the motion requested. The latter is more intelligent and capable of taking decisions under uncertainty and reasoning on its perception of the operational situation. This split is not unlike that of a human being (the cognitive driving intelligence) riding a horse (which is arguably autonomous, with significantly reduced intelligence compared to the human rider).

An architecture balances stakeholder concerns. Therefore, the architecture description first identifies the main stakeholder concerns for a functional architecture. These concerns are grouped into two categories: Business and Engineering. The business concerns relate to considerations of economics, upgrade paths from existing product architectures, unified architectures for autonomous and non-autonomous product variants, and methods to reduce and accelerate testing, verification and validation. Business concerns also reflect regulatory, standards, and certification aspects as well as the possibilities of post-sale modification to vehicle software. The engineering concerns relate more to the functionality of the individual components, and the ability to develop and test them independently. They cover the technologies for virtualized and simulated vehicle testing and the constrains and characteristics of the actual tools and technologies used to implement the vehicle.

The proposed reference architecture is shown in Figure 12 and described in [D.4.2]. Some of the more interesting data links are described, such as that between the localization and sensor fusion, which can be used for modifying Bayesian priors of how the sensor data is characterized at specific geographical locations (e.g. tunnels). The interface between the cognitive driving intelligence and the vehicle platform consists of at least two trajectories: one which takes the vehicle to its desired destination and the other which takes it to a safe(er) state via open-loop control, in case of a sudden and total failure of the cognitive driving intelligence layer. The reactive control is allocated to

---

3 The ‘expected value’ of lidar inputs can be modified, for example, if it is known that a particular location always gives noisy returns.
Figure 12: A functional reference architecture for autonomous driving

the vehicle platform, because in our experience, existing technical implementations of the perception and decision and control components have not been fast enough to always deal with unexpected events as part of deliberative control. The presence of the tele-operation layer is also elaborated upon. This layer is chiefly used for gathering telematics data to assess vehicle performance, as well as to manually and remotely guide the vehicle in case it gets stuck in its decision making processes.

A comparison of the proposed reference architecture with other published architectures for (partially) autonomous driving is made in [D.4.3]. The compared architectures are for Junior, Stanford’s winning entry in the 2007 DARPA Urban Driving Challenge, the HAVE-IT project’s architecture for advanced driver assistance systems, and the Mercedes Benz S-class vehicle that completed a 103 mile autonomous drive from Mannheim to Pforzheim in 2014. These architectures represent a steady improvement of functionality and implementation over the past decade, as well as involvement of academic, Tier 1 and OEM stakeholders. The comparison shows that explicit recognition of semantic understanding, world model and vehicle platform abstraction components are unique to the proposed architecture.

The discussion in [D.5.2] looks at how the functional architecture can be affected by the eventual technical architecture and the characteristics of technologies used in the domains of control engineer-
ing, embedded systems programming, and computer science. This is done by considering the most common tools used in these fields. It is highlighted that the components of the vehicle platform are typically implemented by control engineers and embedded systems programmers, whereas the components of the cognitive driving intelligence are implemented by computer scientists who use general purpose computers during the prototyping phases, and presumably more mature platforms as these systems get closer to series production.

2.3.4 Model based systems engineering ([E])

The complex and safety-critical nature of highly automated driving systems increases the need to use systematic systems engineering processes. A model based systems engineering process for autonomous driving systems is outlined in [E.1.4]. The process consists of four steps, each of which is associated with a variety of model classes. The model classes are depicted in Figure 13 and the steps are

1. Describing the system concept of operation
2. Creating a logical system architecture, independent of implementation technologies
3. Mapping the logical system architecture to application software components
4. Implementing the application software components on candidate platforms

Associated with all the four modeling steps is a continuous refinement of requirements, test cases, safety viewpoints, and documentation artifacts. Each step must introduce additional models representing requirements and test cases relevant to that step. Requirements must be allocated to models that assure them, and both requirements and test cases need to be assigned to unique members of the engineering team. Safety considerations are usually incorporated by following processes established by safety standards like ISO26262. This implies that additional models/views like functional safety architecture will be introduced, along with their refinements to technical safety architectures and associated redundancies and switching modes for application software and platform components. The number of models
may grow and shrink at each step as the systems engineering process is iteratively applied during system development. Ultimately, the artifacts ideally exist as a web of interconnected models at each step and across the steps. Preserving the links between the models, and keeping the models up to date with the implementation is a significant challenge. One way to do this is via increasing toolchain automation, but given the relative lack of production ready tools, it becomes the responsibility of the architecting and systems engineering team to select and minimize the number of models used to represent the system. This in turn, depends on a variety of technical and non-technical factors like the nature of the project and its maturity level, available tools, the importance attached to systems engineering by project management, the skills and qualifications of the people involved etc. One recommendation based on our experience is to always synchronize the software and platform models with the actual technologies being utilized in the project. These will change as the project moves through stages of proofs-of-concept, prototyping, to certifiable implementations. The models need to be updated correspondingly.

Figure 14: Partial view of modeling artifacts and allocation links
and accumulation of requirements and tests are not shown in the Figure.

An overview of key technologies for modeling and implementing autonomous driving systems in given in [E.1.5].

2.3.5 The context of machine consciousness ([E])

When thinking about autonomous driving, it is very easy to get lost in practical minutiae of sensors, hardware, programming, modeling etc. However, staying entirely at this level can lead to "not seeing the forest due to all the trees". As the complexity of system architectures rises, it is worth taking a step back and asking, "What is it that we are really trying to do, and is this the right direction?"

The ultimate goal for autonomous driving is not just human-like driving, but to go beyond human-like driving in order to overcome human limitations and appreciably increase road safety, traffic efficiency, and environmental benefits. To achieve this goal, and to interact and coexist with human environments, machines would need a level of consciousness that approaches human (admittedly under tightly constrained notions). This is because consciousness is instrumental to reasoning, decision making, and problem solving capabilities in the face of uncertainty. Indeed, a variety of literature suggests that robots’ problem solving capacities would be enhanced by the ability to introspect. This is also a recurring theme across disciplines like computer Systems-on-Chip, programming languages, robotics and even explorations for fault-tolerant on-board computing for robotic space missions. Therefore, it is worthwhile to ask, "What is consciousness?" and "What would consciousness mean in the context of autonomous driving?". This topic is explored in [E.1.6].

From a strict engineering perspective, it is considered that questions regarding the actual nature of consciousness are too vague or mysterious to answer. Indeed, as far back as the 1950s, researchers like Alan Turing proposed a behaviorist alternative, wherein if a machine can be considered intelligent (and presumably conscious) if it displays behavior that would be considered human-like, by other humans. A loose application of this behaviorist concept to autonomous driving could be: If a savvy human judge can consistently accept a computer’s driving abilities as equivalent to those of a competent human driver, then we would have some measure of the computer’s driving capabilities. Indeed, on 4th May 2012, one of Google’s self-driving Prius vehicles was granted a "driving license" by the Nevada State Department of Motor Vehicles, after the vehicle successfully passed driving tests similar to those administered to human drivers.

In a machine’s architecture, the awareness of the external world is usually explicitly represented in the internal world model of the machine, by maintenance of data structures reflecting perception of the
external world. From a philosophical point of view then, awareness of the external world is "absorbed" by the machine’s internal states, to which engineering attention must be devoted, in order to achieve progressive results in machine consciousness. However, for meaningful exploitation of any internal awareness, the machine needs to be aware of the awareness i.e. it needs to be self-aware. One approach to understanding self-awareness is to understand how the human brain functions, and to mimic biological structures found therein. The strongest approach to understanding human consciousness (and the only one relevant to autonomous driving) is that of computationalism, which is the theory that many relevant aspects of the human brain can be modeled as having a computational structure. This approach is the basis of the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which explores computational models of problem solving. A synthetic summary of the principal propositions of dominant researchers in the field is that "consciousness is the property a computational system X has, if X models itself as experiencing things." Thus, central to the theory of computational consciousness is that introspection is mediated by models. Such models are explored in the research area of cognitive architectures, some of which are mentioned in [E.1.6] along with pointers for further study. [E.1.6] also discusses a critical review of cognitive architectures that were found in the literature. This review is in terms of applications to real world, safety critical systems and is made along four main themes of (i) Realtime (ii) Resource management (iii) Learning and (iv) Meta-learning. It reveals critical gaps between the design of cognitive architectures and concrete operations in real-world settings. The gaps usually occur because cognitive architectures tend to ignore real-time operation and resource management aspects, which are crucial to useful technological application. It is argued that ignoring these aspects limits the usefulness of the cognitive architectures to only "toy problems" and moreover, can lead to flawed theoretical foundations.

The current approach to autonomous driving capabilities is mostly bottom-up, and based on refinement of existing vehicle functions. The approach relies on careful, manual construction of systems, where learning and decision making takes place only on the data/content or module levels. Such a hand-crafted approach is termed as Constructionist Design in the AI domain. It is the opinion of some researchers (see [E.1.6]) that constructionist design has limitations based on the limited ability of humans to hold the entire architecture in their heads and reason about it. These limits are captured in the term cognitive complexity in the domain of embedded systems architecture. As the cognitive complexity rises, it becomes increasingly difficult (and costly) to verify and validate system behavior and assure properties like safety. To overcome these problems, a newer constructivist approach has emerged in the AI domain, that advocates self-directed, introspective, learning and dynamically adapting conscious architec-
tures. This is considered to be a paradigm shift, whereunder the machine may proactively invoke stimulus-response cycles to continuously form and maintain self-models, and reason about their characteristics. The constructivist approach presents new challenges, especially regarding determinism and predictability of behavior, which run counter to existing requirements of provable safety. Therefore, although this approach may be the eventual way forward, it is unlikely to be adopted for autonomous driving until sufficient tools, methods, and analysis techniques are available for the creation of practical and demonstrably safe systems.

2.3.6 A brake architecture for autonomous trucks ([F])

Heavy commercial vehicles, usually referred to as "trucks", are the dominant means of inland freight transport. Trucks are over-represented in fatal road accidents, and hence there is a strong case for making them safer. One way to achieve safety can be by eliminating the human drivers, since human error (typically, lack of attention) is the cause of 90% of truck accidents. Also, human drivers account for approximately 30% of fleet operation costs, which are pure overhead since the task of a truck is to transport goods, not human drivers. Eliminating the human driver implies highest levels of driving automation, which affects many of the vehicle systems. One such system is the brake system, which provides required vehicle deceleration and arrests motion during the truck’s operation. It is safety critical, since its malfunction can lead to unacceptable risks during vehicle operation.

The functional brake architecture described in [F] proposes a reconfiguration of the different brakes already found in existing trucks, into a type of redundancy based monitor-actuator pattern. The reconfiguration ensures that a single fault will not result in loss of braking torque, during any operational situation. No additional system components need to be introduced, nor does the physical layout of the braking system need any modification.

The principal requirements considered for the functional architecture are

1. The system \textit{shall} provide sufficient braking torque in all operational situations, including standstill
2. The system \textit{shall not} cause a sudden loss of braking function
3. The system \textit{shall not} require the presence of additional braking systems, beyond those already present in a commercial truck
4. The system \textit{shall} incorporate fail operational behavior to the extent that it is possible to reach a safe state in case of insufficient braking torque due to system failure
5. The system shall not increase the probability of a "Vehicle off road" condition i.e. a situation where the mission needs to be aborted, and a secondary vehicle is needed for towing to a workshop.

The publication focuses on absence of braking torque, and therefore only discusses hazards in the 'Omission', 'Too little', and 'Too late' categories. The general architectural pattern is shown in Figure 15. It consists of a primary and secondary brake system with three different communication buses and distinct vehicle speed sensors for each brake system. It is shown in [F.III.B] that no single failure in such a system can lead to total loss of brake torque. The application of the pattern to the brake systems usually found in existing trucks is shown in Figure 16. The existing brakes are grouped into a category consisting exclusively of the parking brake, and another category consisting of the wheel brakes and other auxiliary retardation systems like exhaust brakes, retarder, electrical machine etc., as available on the truck. The parking brake is mapped onto the secondary brake in the general pattern, while the rest of the brakes are mapped onto the primary brake.

A preliminary reliability analysis [F.III.B] indicates that an order of magnitude improvement in reliability may be expected due to the reconfiguration advocated by the proposed architecture. A simulation study setup to investigate the effect of Omission, Tool Little, and Too Late failures indicates satisfactory braking performance in their presence. For example, the simulation of an Omission failure in the primary brakes (shown in Figure 17) indicates only a small increase in braking distance.
Figure 16: Mapping from existing brake architecture to general pattern
Figure 17: Simulation of ‘Omission’ condition in primary brake (at 2.6s mark, note no reduction in speed)
"We choose to go to the Moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard.”
— John F. Kennedy, 1962

The hypothesis underlying this thesis work, introduced in Section 1.4 was

**Hypothesis:** A reference architecture for highly automated driving exists, which is general enough to be repeatedly instantiated to provide sufficient solutions for a variety of automated driving tasks in a variety of scenarios. Such a reference architecture will contain solution patterns and other value additions to help architects build apposite solutions for automated driving, especially with regards to performance and safety.

The reference architecture for cooperative driving has been successfully instantiated twice. In its extended form as a reference architecture for autonomous driving, it has been examined, instantiated, and validated twice. Most elements of the reference architecture, such as the world model, decision and control, vehicle abstraction, and their interconnections have been retained and sometimes, reused, across the instantiations. The algorithms within the elements, as well as the mapping of the elements to execution platform have undergone changes with each instantiation. The guidelines given for instantiation have helped to make implementation choices in real projects. The architectures have been peer reviewed by practicing engineers working in the area of heavy commercial vehicles, as well as passenger cars. The scientific description of the architectures, in the form of publications, has been peer reviewed by other researchers at workshops, and academic journals. All of this has contributed to high confidence in the reference architectures and in the absence of any contrary evidence so far, it is reasonable to claim that the hypothesis is valid.

The research question

**Research Question:** What is a suitable reference architecture for highly automated driving?

is answered by the architecture description and artifacts provided by the combination of academic publications, technical reports and
implemented vehicles. The answer states the main requirements, principles, and architectural patterns. It also outlines the technologies and development processes for implementing highly automated driving systems.

The method of engineering design turns out to be a good choice for this kind of research. The task of actually producing a working prototype uncovered endless details that went into strengthening the reference architecture. For example, the splitting up of the world model into two parts, relating to the vehicle platform and the cognitive driving intelligence, instead of a unified model, is a direct result of numerous attempts to create a unified world model with sufficient performance. This turns out to be rather difficult with existing technology and almost always puts excessively high computational processing requirements on the computer executing the world model. Similarly, the split between diagnostics and fault management, as well as deliberative and reactive control aspects are heavily influenced by experiences with concrete system implementations. The generalizations from these implementations have found their way into the reference architectures, adding a value that may not have been possible without this approach. The same holds true for the topics of selecting execution environments and communication technologies, which are mentioned as considerations for instantiating the reference architecture.

A criticism that is sometimes leveled at a functional reference architecture is that it lacks the technical details (like choice of implementation technologies) to create a practical implementation. This misses the entire point of the reference architecture. The details are missing precisely because they are implementation specific. The reference architecture is supposed to be a broad and somewhat abstract guideline that can be enhanced with rich practical detail specific to a project's requirements. The details of the implementations we have made are available in most cases, but even in our own experiments, we have come across a typical situation: Technical architectures and implementation details are considered valuable intellectual property and most companies are reluctant to share more than superficial information without strict non-disclosure agreements. Therefore, we do not expect the scientific literature to be flooded with detailed technical architectures anytime soon.

Other domains like robotics and AI have a strong influence on highly automated driving. Most research prototypes borrow heavily not just from mathematical results in these domains, but also function libraries, middleware, data visualization, and analysis tools. These borrowed items do not always meet the robustness, safety, and reliability requirements of the automotive domain. It will therefore be interesting to see whether they are developed further into reusable, automotive grade, open source components, or whether automotive
companies will develop proprietary and custom tools based on the open source technologies. Within Europe, the initiative for Cyber-Physical Systems Engineering (CPSE Labs) [1] acknowledges the need to create open platforms for autonomous systems, but it is unclear to what extent these platforms will be applicable to, and adopted for, highly autonomous driving.

An important consideration for automotive companies is the topic of legacy. It is not enough to prepare a good clean sheet architecture; ways to encapsulate legacy and migration paths from existing architectures to new ones need to be considered. One way to do this is to wrap the existing functionality via a ‘gateway’, which abstracts how the legacy systems work. This is more or less similar to the approach taken in the Scoop project, where the entire vehicle motion and actuation systems are behind a gateway that exchanges a fixed set of messages. While simple in theory, there are complicating factors that limit this practice. One factor is that due to the way legacy systems have evolved, the allocation of functionality to control units is not always optimal. For example, it is often the case that the cruise control function resides in the engine management system, because this is often the first system to which electronic control is applied. It remains there for legacy reasons, but from the viewpoint of a clean sheet design, the engine management system is not the ideal location for cruise control, especially when other traction management systems are present, or when the cruise control is being evolved to adaptive or cooperative cruise control. Another factor is that legacy systems can not always be directly reused, even though they have all the needed functionality. This is because of extra-functional requirements like reliability and safety. Both these extra-functional requirements are expected to be stricter for autonomous driving, because the societal acceptance of safety incidents triggered by autonomous vehicles is likely to be lower than for human operated vehicles. The existing designs therefore need to be upgraded to meet the more stringent extra-functional requirements. The brake system architecture described in [F] is an example of this type of upgrade.

The matter of constructionist vs constructivist AI architectures, outlined in [E.1.6] is a trickier problem. The constructionist approach of careful, cross-checked, hand-crafted designs has proven essential and successful in the construction of safety critical systems. Such system designs are marked by conservative approaches and favor extreme determinism, predictability, and regulated changes to system behavior during runtime. To replace this approach by a “wilder” scenario where the machine does not include carefully crafted models, but rather builds them during operation, necessarily by a trial-and-error approach sounds unreasonable. Yet, if this is indeed the way forward, due to reasons of complexity management and endowing the machine with a sense of “Self”, then there still need to be hybrid architec-
tures where both approaches can be combined into one. But beyond the purely philosophical issues, another problem is the lack of interaction between the communities engaging in the research. Researchers working on machine consciousness or the theory of Mind rarely interact with those working on automotive functional safety, for example. Such interaction is essential to accelerate the rate of progress in automated driving.

In the context of highly automated driving, an interesting question is: How intelligent is intelligent enough? How smart does the car of the future really need to be? While answering this question, it is necessary to consider that an autonomous vehicle is expected to be just one part of a much larger Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). Future urban (and even non-urban) transport scenarios are expected to be inter-connected grids of data streams between vehicles, infrastructure, government agencies, and private companies. Latest cars already have the capability to report operational data to manufacturers, or receive over-the-air upgrades. It is reasonable to expect an increase in such capabilities for different purposes. Such a trend is already evident in aviation, where operational data from the engines, for example, is streamed back to operations and maintenance bases. Patents for active teleoperation of autonomous vehicles have already been issued. Experiments for regulating vehicle speeds at traffic intersections, via direct commands to the vehicle drivetrain, are also being conducted. Thus, the balance and distribution of intelligence between on-board and off-board systems is an interesting area for future work. There are a large number of stakeholders in this area, including automotive companies, governments, regulatory bodies, insurance companies, traffic management authorities, and vehicle owners. It is reasonable to expect that the stakeholders have their own vested interests which will more often than not be at odds with each other. So it will be fascinating to see how the situation evolves within the next 10-15 years. As with many cases, those ahead on the technology curve will be first-to-market and establish the trends, while possibly encountering risks that were improperly assessed.

3.1 FUTURE WORK

This thesis work has considered notions from the relatively abstract areas of self-awareness and consciousness to very concrete implementations of working vehicles. The balance between abstract and concrete has been struck in the form of reusable reference architectures that bring demonstrable value to the field.

The work can be extended along at least five directions

1. Development of methods and tools for safety analysis and assurance. At the moment, the entire burden of ensuring safety is placed on the team instantiating the reference architecture to a
technical architecture. The supporting research needs to include better hazard analysis (current techniques depend on the availability of a human to take control), redundancy and monitoring patterns, and safety contracts and their implementation.

2. Development of supporting Model Based Systems Engineering processes and tools. As a parallel with the concrete engineering work undertaken in this thesis, proposed Architectural Description Languages (ADLs) and analysis techniques need to be complemented by mature tools that can be used by practicing engineers. Similarly, tool adapters and data-interchange links for facilitating "round trip" data flows between tools are necessary to bring MBSE techniques into practice.

3. Research for accelerating and reducing the testing, verification, validation and qualification (TVVQ) efforts. Rapid TVVQ is necessary for achieving comprehensive test coverage, deploying new research results, and enabling continuous integration, and fixing post-development problems.

4. Development of reusable, scalable, high maturity, and safety critical platforms for implementing highly automated driving systems. These platforms should ideally synchronize with the MBSE development methods and tools to maximize verification of system properties at the modeling and implementation levels.

5. Closer collaboration between research from AI/computational consciousness and domains of control, embedded systems, and safety so as to create practical methods for enabling self-awareness in machines.

Items 1. and 2. above shall be examined by the follow-up project, ARCHER, in collaboration with Scania CV AB. Item 4. is being examined via the European innovation actions for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS).

Research in highly automated driving is still in its infancy. This thesis work provides one part of a much larger puzzle.


